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Abstract14

The potential of deep learning for the investigation of medium scale traveling iono-15

spheric disturbances (MSTIDs) has been exploited through the Sodankylä rapid-run ionosonde16

in this statistical study. The complementing observations of the Sodankylä ionosonde17

with those of the Sodankylä meteor radar reveals the diurnal and seasonal occurrence18

rate of high-latitude MSTIDs for the first time in the recent low solar activity period,19

2018 - 2020. In our results, the daytime, nighttime and dusk MSTIDs are predominantly20

identified during winter, summer, and equinoctial months, respectively. The winter day-21

time higher (lower) occurrence rate is well correlated with the lower (higher) altitude of22

the height of the F2-layer peak (hmF2), and the low occurrence rate of the summer day-23

time is well correlated with the mesosphere-lower-thermosphere wind shear and higher24

gradient of temperature. Relatively high occurrence rate ( > 0.4) of summer nighttime25

MSTIDs has a general – but not one-to-one agreement – with post-noon to evening IU26

(eastward auroral current index) inferred ionospheric conductivity. Rather, we see a one-27

to-one relationship between the summer nighttime MSTIDs and zonal wind shear sug-28

gesting that the wind shear-induced electrodynamic processes could play significant roles29

for higher occurrence rate of MSTIDs. Furthermore, significant MSTIDs with ∼0.4 oc-30

currence rate are so far revealed during spring and autumn transition periods. The en-31

hanced nighttime MSTID amplitudes during the equinox are observed to be well corre-32

lated with IL index (westward auroral current indicator) suggesting that the particle pre-33

cipitation during substorms could be the primary cause.34

1 Introduction35

Travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) are plasma density fluctuations that prop-36

agate as waves through the ionosphere at a wide range of velocities and frequencies. De-37

pending on the spatial and temporal scales, TIDs are classified as large-scale (LSTIDs),38

medium-scale (MSTIDs) and small-scale (SSTIDs) having corresponding periods 30 min39

- 3 hr, 15 - 60 min, and 2 - 5 min, respectively (Hunsucker, 1982).40

An important triggering mechanism of TIDs is atmospheric gravity waves (AGWs),41

which originate in the lower atmosphere due to the interplay of gravity and buoyant force42

combined with the effects of inertia (e.g. Hocke et al., 1996). AGWs affect the ionospheric43

plasma through modifying the background flow of the neutral gas/air and transfer the44

energy into the ionosphere via collision (frictional heating) (Hunsucker, 1982; Hocke et45

al., 1996). Following a throughly established theoretical explanation by Hines (1960),46

when these waves are detected in the ionosphere, they are interpreted as traveling iono-47

spheric disturbances.48

Extensive statistical studies of MSTIDs were carried out at low latitudes (e.g. Cândido49

et al., 2008; Pimenta et al., 2008; MacDougall et al., 2009) and midlatiudes (e.g see re-50

view paper by Hocke et al. (1996)) to reveal local and global causative mechanisms. It51

is therefore understood that MSTIDs can be excited due to lower atmospheric gravity52

waves (Oliver et al., 1997; Kotake et al., 2007; Miyoshi et al., 2018; Otsuka, 2021) and53

Perkins instability (Perkins, 1973; Kelley & Miller, 1997; Hamza, 1999; Tsunoda, 2008)54

during the day and nighttimes, respectively. However, it was established that the Perkins55

instability is not sufficiently strong enough so as to explain the observed nighttime MSTID56

behaviour (Kelley & Makela, 2001), rather it could be supported by the E-F ionospheric57

coupling through instabilities at E region to have the required effect (Kelley et al., 2003;58

Cosgrove & Tsunoda, 2004; Yokoyama et al., 2009). Shiokawa et al. (2013) reported how-59

ever that Perkins instability could still play the same role for the generation of night-60

time MSTIDs at high latitudes. However, Perkins instability contribution is expected61

to be so small due to larger magnetic field inclination angles at high latitudes unless it62

is supported by some other electrodynamics mentioned above.63
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At high latitudes the dominantly discussed mechanism to generate TIDs include64

auroral sources related to intensive electrojet currents (Chimonas & Hines, 1970; Fran-65

cis, 1974) and particle precipitation (Kirchengast, 1997). AGWs excited out of these sources66

may arrive F region either directly from the E region or progress downwards through the67

mesosphere to the earth and reflected back from the earth and again propagate to the68

F region (Francis, 1974; Bristow et al., 1996). In addition, the forcing driven by oscil-69

lations of the neutral air/gas density from the lower atmosphere is also thought to be70

a potential source of MSTIDs. These variants of AGWs may reach the F region iono-71

sphere directly if the driving force is large enough, although the exponential decrease of72

neutral density with altitude creates exponentially growing wave amplitude that lead to73

wave breaking near the mesopause in combination with high temperature lapse rate, and74

then launch a secondary wave that can arrive the F region. The latter seems a more plau-75

sible mechanism because the damping effect of wave-medium interaction during prop-76

agation will not allow the wave to propagate from the troposphere directly through to77

the F region. The wave breaking altitude might show slight variation corresponding to78

the mesopause altitude below ∼ 86 km/ ∼ 95 - 100 km during summer/winter at high79

latitude (Xu et al., 2007). AGWs induced via auroral electrojet current perturbations80

which propagated obliquely downwards and reflected back from the Earth may also re-81

produce secondary waves if they breakdown at the MLT region.82

TIDs at high latitudes can also be driven by variations of E × B drift and par-83

ticle precipitation emanating from several nonlinear coupling processes such as frictional84

heating (Kirchengast, 1997). These types of TIDs are however less wave-like than AGW85

attributed TIDs. On the other hand, there are pulselike features that might stem from86

blobs in high latitudes. Blobs can originate from the distortion of polar cap patches due87

to the impact of high speed anti-sunward convection E × B drift (Crowley et al., 2000)88

and/or created due to local particle precipitation (Jin et al., 2016). In either cases the89

steep plasma density enhancements which correspond to blobs could be detected as ir-90

regular signatures using ground based instrumentations. It should be noted however that91

MSTIDs have clear periodicity, in distinction from the irregular blobs.92

At high latitudes, MSTIDs were studied efficiently using SuperDARN HF radars93

(e.g. Samson et al., 1989; Bristow et al., 1996). The signatures of MSTIDs on oblique94

HF radio signals, which are backscattered from the ground, can be observed by Super-95

DARN due to periodic focusing and defocusing of the signals (Samson et al., 1989). How-96

ever, in the case of vertically incident signals from the ionosonde, MSTIDs can be de-97

tected by their alternate increase and decrease of the critical frequencies sounded by the98

receiver. This means that when MSTIDs are passing over the region, the ionospheric den-99

sity oscillates back and forth corresponding to the period of the MSTIDs. In the earlier100

work, Kozlovsky et al. (2013) used the rapid-run SGO ionosonde to monitor AGW-TID101

characteristics in several frequency bands namely small-scale (10 -15 min), medium-scale102

(15 - 30 min), medium-large scale (30 - 60 min), and large scale (60 - 120 min) GWs. In103

their investigation they used the virtual height of reflection corresponding to their se-104

lected frequency which is between the critical frequencies at E and F region.105

Numerous statistical studies of MSTIDs have been carried out at high latitudes.106

However, their efficiency is subject to the facilities used. For example, GPS driven MSTID107

studies at high latitudes are difficult due to two possible reasons. First, at high latitudes,108

GPS satellites do not pass overhead, and therefore the signals typically reach receivers109

at low elevation angles, which leads to low observed amplitudes of MSTIDs. Another ev-110

ident problem is related to the passage of the GPS signal through multiple low and high111

ionospheric density regions of MSTIDs. Since the MSTID wavefronts propagate from their112

source at a slant angle as seen e.g., in incoherent scatter radar data from the ground,113

the same GPS signal will traverse both the crest and the trough sides of MSTIDs along114

their line of sight which leads to smearing out of the real ionospheric density variations.115

On the other hand, MSTIDs studies using optical measurements such as all-sky cameras116
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are limited only to nighttime, and incoherent scatter radar observations are not always117

available due to their high operating power demand.118

Therefore, until recently, at daytime, experimental studies with better temporal119

resolution and long-term analysis were limited to SuperDARN observations. In this work,120

we used the rapid-run ionosonde that allows us to study MSTIDs at all local times. We121

focused on studying the daily and seasonal behavior of MSTIDs (periods 25 - 100 min-122

utes) at a fixed location during the recent low solar activity period (2018 - 2020) using123

the 1-minute F2-layer critical frequencies (foF2) from the rapid-run Sodankylä ionosonde124

with using artificial intelligence (AI). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first sta-125

tistical study of MSTIDs using high resolution (1 minute) ionosonde data of foF2 at high126

latitudes. The ionosonde enables us to measure amplitude, horizontal period, and oc-127

currence rate distributions at the same location.128

2 Materials and Methods129

2.1 Data and material description130

The ionosonde of Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory (SGO) is located at Sodankylä,131

Northern Finland (67.4◦ N, 26.6◦ E) to the equatorside of the nightside auroral oval. Ver-132

tical ionospheric soundings have been performed by SGO since 1957. In 2005, a new dig-133

ital ionosonde was introduced, which, until April 2007, produced an ionogram every 10134

minutes. After the beginning of the International Polar Year 2007/08, the ionosonde was135

switched to perform 1-minute soundings. This “IPY-mode” operation continues to the136

present day. The ionosonde is a frequency-modulated, continuous wave (FM CW) chirp137

sounder (0.5 to 16 MHz), which transmits signals vertically up using a 64-m rhombic an-138

tenna. The radio signal is reflected back from the height where the plasma frequency equals139

transmitter frequency. The reflected signal from the ionosphere is mixed with the iden-140

tical signal, synthesized by the receiver, and a windowed fast Fourier transform (FFT)141

is applied to obtain ionograms. Readers are referred to Kozlovsky et al. (2013) and Enell142

et al. (2016) for detailed information about the SGO ionosonde. From those ionograms,143

12 ionospheric parameters (listed in Enell et al. (2016)) are then manually scaled by a144

well-trained specialist (scaler). While today the Sodankylä ionosonde produces ionograms145

with 1-minute cadence (1440 ionograms/day), careful parameter scaling takes time al-146

lowing for half-hourly ionogram interpretation (full analysis every hour, frequencies only147

at half-hours). This time resolution is insufficient to investigate medium scale traveling148

ionospheric disturbances (MSTIDs) with typical 20-70 minute periods (Ding et al., 2011).149

Therefore, a deep learning approach was implemented to recognize traces in ionograms150

and scale the minute-by-minute values of F2 critical frequencies.151

To investigate possible effects of the large scale atmospheric circulation, data of the152

neutral wind in the mesosphere – lower thermosphere region were obtained from the me-153

teor radar (MR) operated by the Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory. The physical ba-154

sis behind this facility is that meteoroids entering the Earth’s atmosphere form ionized155

trails at heights between 80 and 100 km, which are transported by the wind and reflect156

radio waves. The Sodankylä MR is a commercially produced SKiYMET all-sky inter-157

ferometric radar with standardized software for data processing (Hocking et al., 2001).158

It consists of one antenna transmitting spherical VHF waves at 36.9 MHz and five an-159

tennas receiving reflections from the meteor trails. The MR observations of the position160

and radial velocity of several thousand trails per day are used to determine the zonal and161

meridional components of the neutral wind at ∼3 km intervals from 82 to 98 km alti-162

tude with one-hour time resolution. Here, we have used the zonal wind data averaged163

over 10 days to eliminate semi-diurnal tides and ∼5-day planetary waves.164

In addition, to investigate the possible source and/or dependence of TIDs on au-165

roral current systems, International Monitor for Auroral Geomagnetic Effects (IMAGE)166
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indices of geomagnetic activity (specifically, IU and IL indices) were used. The IU and167

IL indices are measures of total eastward and westward ionospheric currents, respectively168

(Tanskanen, 2009). The indices are computed from at most 40 magnetometer stations169

(spanning 51.4◦ - 78.92◦ N geographic latitude) located in/or in the vicinity of the Nordic170

countries. For the actual representation of auroral current without the solar quiet (Sq)171

current contribution, the quiet time baseline was determined in every 3 hours and the172

minimum average baseline among the stations was subtracted from the X-component (North-173

South) magnetic field component.174

2.2 Deep learning175

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are at the core of most state-of-the-art com-176

puter vision solutions for a wide variety of tasks. The recognition accuracy of CNN highly177

depends on the depth of CNN (number of convolution layers) and the complexity of its178

architecture. Architectures of CNN made significant progress initially by increasing lay-179

ers depth (AlexNet, VGG16, VGG19 architectures) (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014; Krizhevsky180

et al., 2017) then through the improvement of computing resources, utilization with In-181

ception modules (GoogleNet, InceptionV1, InceptionV2, InceptionV3 architectures of deep182

CNN) (Szegedy et al., 2016) and finally solving the degradation problem with residual183

blocks (ResNet18, ResNet34, ResNet50, ResNet101, ResNet152 architectures of deep CNN)184

(He et al., 2016). The dataset used for CNN training contains 86500 ionograms for 2010-185

2020 years with manually scaled parameters for each ionogram. Several architectures of186

deep CNN were tested (VGG19, InceptionV3, Resnet101) and the best results for this187

dataset were reached by InceptionV3 architecture. Classifying layers of types F1, F2, in-188

cluding the absence of either layer, as well as a regression task to define the critical fre-189

quency of the F2 layer was undertaken. The accuracy of classification in the validation190

dataset showed 93% of correct predictions (see confusion matrix on Figure 1). The ac-191

curacy of regression on the validation dataset showed a root mean square error (RMSE)192

equal to 0.16 MHz, and mean absolute error (MAE) equal to 0.09 MHz (see errors dis-193

tribution in Figure 1).194

2.3 Methods of analysis195

In the present study, we use the data of foF2 obtained by the deep learning tech-196

niques applied to all ionograms collected during three years from 1 January 2018 through197

31 December 2020. Data losses in the ionograms archive is not common, but the ana-198

lyzed foF2 critical frequency data from ionograms possesses significant data gaps, mostly199

because of absorption, blanketing, or broadcast interference in which cases the F2 trace200

is not identified at the ionograms (mostly in winter night times).201

Figure 2 shows an example of how data is processed for 15 December 2020. The202

blue line in the top panel shows one-minute foF2 data obtained by the deep learning pro-203

cedure (predicted values) whereas red dots indicate the values obtained by the manual204

scaling. To infer MSTIDs, the data were band-pass filtered using the Butterworth three-205

order filter at 25 - 100 minutes, which corresponds to the MSTID period band. This ap-206

proach essentially removes ionospheric irregular features such as auroral blobs that have207

non-periodic content. Before the filtering, we interpolate data gaps via “Nearest” basis.208

However, we removed corresponding data points from the data set after filtration. Then,209

only hours containing at least 40 data points (66.7%) are analyzed. An example of the210

analyzed filtered data is given in the lower panel whose brief description is labeled by211

the text under the plot. The hourly status of data availability is labeled as “Yes” if the212

condition of 40 data points is met and “No” otherwise. The same labeling is carried out213

for amplitude (values printed in third row) based TID identification except “-” are marked214

for hours that do not meet the required data, i.e 40 data points.215
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Figure 1. Original ionograms with 525x590 pixels were filtered and resized to a pixel sizes of

256x256 to save computing resources. InceptionV3 CNN architecture is then used to train 86500

manually scaled ionograms. Training has done based on optimization of CNN parameters with

respect to minimization of the loss function. For classification task the cross entropy loss function

Lclass and for the regression task the mean square error (MSE) loss function Lreg were used.

(Top panel) Confusion matrix to the classifier, and (bottom panel) error bars distribution with

the root mean square error (RMSE = 0.16 MHz) and the mean absolute error (MAE = 0.09) for

the regression task.
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Figure 2. (Top panel) the foF2 data (hourly scaled (red dots) and its every minute prediction

via deep learning (blue line)) for 15 December, 2020. (Bottom panel) maintained data after a

band-pass butterworth filtering in a bandwidth of 25 - 100 minutes. (Bottom text) data matrix

for the day considered, Y and N represent “Yes” and “No” for the request labeled to the left for

each hour, and the hyphen line (“-”) indicates the absence of data.

The climatology plot of the data availability after removing data points that does216

not meet our requirement (containing less than 66.7% of data per hour) is shown in Fig-217

ure 3. To identify MSTIDs using our method we needed to specify the minimum thresh-218

old frequency. This threshold is specified in order to compensate the algorithmic error219

of the method. Both classifications and regression analysis were carried out using a CNN220

InceptionV3 deep learning architecture. This yields a root mean square error (RMSE)221

and mean absolute error of 0.16 MHz and 0.09 MHz, respectively. Therefore, we chose222

the threshold frequency 0.13 MHz reasonably close to these algorithm inaccuracies.223

The occurrence rate of MSTIDs was calculated on a monthly basis. We prepared224

a monthly-hourly bin for our MSTID cases. The calculation of the occurrence rate is given225

by:226

Probability =
X

N
(1)

where X is the number of MSTID cases detected in each hour and month, N is the227

number of unique hours in a month that have more than 40 data points.228

3 Results229

Multi-instrument observations by ionosonde, meteor radar and magnetometers were230

carried out to simultaneously observe ionospheric plasma perturbations, mesosphere neu-231

tral winds, mesosphere temperatures and local geomagnetic activity. We have plotted232

diurnal-seasonal distributions of MSTID occurrence rate, MSTID amplitude, MSTID pe-233

riod, mesosphere zonal neutral wind velocities and temperature, and local IU, IL indices234

for 2018-2020. This presentation allows us to classify TIDs by behavior patterns.235
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Figure 3. The climatology of predicted foF2 data availability between 2018 - 2020, (40 data

points per hour is the minimum threshold and hours with less than 40 data points are shown as

white portions in the plot).

3.1 Occurrence rates of TIDs236

Figure 4a shows the universal time (LT=UT+2) and seasonal variations of MSTID237

occurrence rate. The color bar indicates the probability of MSTID appearance in a cer-238

tain month/hour bin. Black and white lines show average winter (December) and sum-239

mer (July) hmF2 diurnal variations, respectively, calculated according to the IRI-2016240

model. Figure 4a reveals three separate patterns of behaviour of MSTID occurrence which241

are (i) October - April, when the peak occurrence rate is during the daytime,(ii) June242

- October, when the peak occurrence rate is during the nighttime, and (iii) in April - June,243

and September - October, when there is a peak in occurrence rate near dusk. We dis-244

cuss each of these in detail in turn.245

From October to April the MSTID occurrence rate peaked at over 0.5 in the day-246

time, between 08:00 and 13:30 UT. Either side of this, between 02:00 and 07:00 UT, and247

between 15:00 and 18:00 UT the MSTID occurrence rate tends to zero. For the same months248

we observe nighttime MSTIDs from 18:00 to 01:00 UT with medium occurrence rate in249

range of 0.3-0.5. We have less confidence about MSTIDs occurrence rate for winter night-250

time with respect to other time periods, due to the low data availability at this time (see251

Figure 4a).252

The hmF2 diurnal variations have two strong maxima and minima (see the over-253

laid lines on Figure 4a). These hmF2 variations show a good agreement with the diur-254

nal change of MSTID occurrence rate. Values of hmF2 less than 310 km coincide with255

the higher MSTID occurrence rate for time intervals from 08:00 to 13:30 UT. Values of256

hmF2 values greater than 310 km coincide with the lower MSTID occurrence rate for257

time intervals from 02:00 to 07:00 UT and from 15:00 to 18:00 UT. The MSTID occur-258

rence rate and hmF2 from 18:00 to 01:00 UT have the same tendency, but MSTID oc-259

currence rate at this time is lower than for daytime and, as mentioned previously, there260

is a lower confidence level due to the low data availability.261

From June to September MSTID demonstrate the opposite behaviour to that from262

October to April. A high MSTID occurrence rate of more than 0.4 is observed in the night-263

time between 21:00 and 01:00 UT. The MSTID occurrence rate is less than 0.3 between264
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01:00 and 15:00 UT. The time interval between 15:00 and 21:00 UT seems to be a tran-265

sition period between day and night with an occurrence rate around 0.4.266

The hmF2 diurnal variations again show agreement with the diurnal change of MSTID267

occurrence rate, but this correlation from June to September is opposite to that observed268

for Winter and Autumn. Values of hmF2 greater than 290 km correspond to the higher269

MSTID occurrence rate for time intervals from 21:00 to 01:00 UT. Values of hmF2 less270

than 280 km coincide with the lower MSTID occurrence rate for time intervals from 01:00271

to 18:00 UT.272

From April to June (spring) the MSTID occurrence rate increases up to 0.4 at dusk273

and lasts for approximately two hours. In Figure 4a this behaviour is seen as band of274

increased MSTIDs occurrence rate which tends to change appearance time from 13:00275

UT in mid-April to 19:00 UT in mid-June (6 minutes/day, the onset (or occurrence) of276

MSTIDs changes with time at a rate of 6 minutes per day). The opposite shift of the277

MSTID appearance time from 19 to 13:00 UT is observed from September to mid-October278

(8 minutes/day).279

We compare the annual variation of MSTID occurrence rate measured at the max-280

imum height of F2 layer and neutral zonal wind velocities at heights between 82 - 98 km281

averaged over 3 years, 2018-2020 (see Figure 4a,b). From October to April (type 1) an282

eastward zonal wind dominates at these heights, and in April - mid-May the zonal wind283

reverses to westward. Between mid-May and mid-September, the zonal wind is strongly284

eastward above 88 km and westward below, such that a strong zonal wind shear occurs285

at this height which is a well-known phenomenon (e.g. Lukianova et al., 2018). The pres-286

ence of the wind shear coincides with the extremely low MSTID occurrence rate during287

mid-May through mid-September. The westward wind in mid-April through mid-May288

fits the low MSTID occurrence rate as well. From October to April when eastward zonal289

wind is dominant the highest MSTID occurrence rate more than 0.5 is observed.290

Annual variations of mesosphere temperature also agree with daytime MSTIDs oc-291

currence rate. From April to mid-September mesosphere temperatures drop below 150292

K, while daytime MSTIDs are observed with an occurrence rate of less than 0.3 (Fig-293

ures 4a,b).294

The IU index, Figure 4c stayed maximal from April to October similar to the oc-295

currence rate of nighttime MSTIDs in summer. Nevertheless, the time of MSTIDs ap-296

pearance and the enhanced IU index has spaced in time by 6 hours, approximately. How-297

ever, the IU index indicates the geomagnetic activity due to eastward electrojet, which298

depends not only on the electric field but also on the ionospheric conductivity.299

3.2 Amplitudes of TIDs300

As briefly described in section 2 we calculated the MSTID amplitude from the fil-301

tered foF2 values above a threshold of 0.13 MHz. Figure 5a presents the diurnal-seasonal302

distribution of MSTID amplitude. The amplitude values during low MSTIDs occurrence303

rate (less than 0.15) were removed. The daytime MSTID amplitudes behaves in a sim-304

ilar fashion to the occurrence rate behaviour pattern. From mid-October to mid-March305

between 09 and 14:00 UT the amplitudes of the MSTIDs are close to 0.25 MHz. From306

mid-March to mid-October daytime amplitudes of MSTIDs are close to threshold 0.13307

MHz. However, the opposite amplitude and occurrence rate behaviour is observed for308

nighttime TIDs on January and March and from mid-August to December. These TIDs309

are observed with amplitudes greater than 0.3. We note that winter nighttime TIDs am-310

plitudes have a lower confidence level due to the low data availability.311

The IL index is more sensitive to magnetosphere activity it increases at nighttime312

between 21 and 03:00 UT and more prominent during equinox months (see Figure 5b).313
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Figure 4. (a) The occurrence rate distribution of MSTID with IRI-2016 provided hmF2 (Top

axis)) for Sodankylä during December (black solid line) and July (white solid line) are overlaid.

Here we used the model hmF2 instead of our measurement because Sodankylä ionosonde is mea-

suring h’F (the lowest virtual height of F layer) not the altitude of maximum ionisation, hmF2.

(b) Zonal wind velocity pattern inferring the presence of strong wind-shear during the summer

months with the mesospheric temperature (Right axis) overlaid (black line) from Sodankylä me-

teor radar, and (c) IU-index (IMAGE electrojet index (eastward)) obtained from International

Monitor for Auroral Geomagnetic Effects (IMAGE) magnetometer networks over Scandinavia.

Thus, the IL index have a good agreement with nighttime TIDs amplitudes at least for314

equinox months with normal data availability.315

3.3 Period of MSTIDs316

A wavelet analysis was applied to determine the dominant period information of317

MSTIDs in the filtered data set. A continuous wavelet transform with Morlet wavelet318

function was used (Torrence & Compo, 1998). The Morlet wavelet function (ψ(x) = e−x2/2
319

cos5x), enabled us to obtain the dominant periods as a function of the scaled power in320

the time series domain. A wavelet with Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) has been321

found as an efficient method to detect the dominant wave parameters as observed by,322

for example, (Habarulema et al., 2013; Moges et al., 2022; Nigussie et al., 2022). We com-323

pute the periods of MSTIDs in each day and averaged for corresponding months as seen324

in Figure 6. The period seems to have a symmetrical distribution over seasons. More promi-325

nently, in winter months the MSTID periods are shifted to longer periods centered at326

about 60 minutes, while in summer both the maximum and the dominant modes of MSTID327

periods become shorter. It also shows lower period modes of MSTIDs are better accom-328

modated in summer than in winter.329
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Figure 5. (a) Seasonal and diurnal distribution of TID amplitude above 0.13 MHz threshold.

The amplitude distribution with low data availability and low occurrence rate (less than 15%)

of TID is indicated in a white enclosure. (b) IL-index (IMAGE electrojet index (westward))

obtained from International Monitor for Auroral Geomagnetic Effects (IMAGE) magnetometer

networks over Nordic.
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Figure 6. The monthly MSTID period-power spectrum distribution computed using morlet

function by the Matlab code adapted from http://paos.colorado.edu/research/wavelets/.
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4 Discussion330

In this statistical study we have analyzed the occurrence probability of MSTIDs331

and their characteristics using the rapid-run SGO ionosonde during the recent solar min-332

imum, in 2018-2020. Increased attention to MSTIDs is associated with the development333

of instruments and methods that make possible continuous observation of ionospheric334

parameters with high spatial and temporal resolution. The main goal of these studies335

was to define sources and mechanisms of MSTIDs generation. The most detailed ver-336

tical structures of MSTIDs were derived from Incoherent scatter radar data (Djuth et337

al., 2010), and their horizontal structures were inferred from optical instruments and GNSS338

receiver networks (Kubota et al., 2000; A. Saito et al., 2002; Tsugawa et al., 2007). How-339

ever, most TID statistical studies at low, mid and high latitudes were made by GNSS340

methods of trans-ionospheric sounding due to the easily available data of total electron341

content (TEC) (Oluwadare et al., 2022; Ding et al., 2011; Afraimovich et al., 1999). Our342

study focuses on the diurnal and seasonal MSTIDs characteristics inferred from the foF2343

ionosonde data, which were earlier used mostly to observe background ionospheric ion-344

ization. Sherstyukov et al. (2018) compared MSTID manifestation in TEC perturbation345

maps and ionograms and have shown that foF2 variations are a reliable way to observe346

MSTIDs propagating over ionosondes at hmF2 heights. Then, implementation of deep347

learning to obtain one-minute foF2 data allowed us to conduct this statistical study of348

MSTIDs.349

Based on characteristics of the observed MSTIDs, Kotake et al. (2007) categorized350

MSTIDs in three types: daytime, nighttime, and dusk MSTIDs. In our study, we also351

clearly observe these three dominant patterns of the MSTIDs occurrence rate described352

above. Daytime MSTIDs most frequently occur in October - April, nighttime MSTIDs353

in June – October, and dusk MSTIDs in April - June and September - October. Using354

data from a collocated meteor radar, we have investigated the possible dependence of355

the observed MSTIDs on the neutral wind and temperature at 80-100 km.356

4.1 Daytime MSTIDs357

Numerous theoretical and experimental works considered AGWs as the main source358

of MSTIDs (Hines, 1960; Oliver et al., 1997; Kotake et al., 2007; Miyoshi et al., 2018;359

Otsuka, 2021). Most of the studies used two criteria to select MSTIDs caused by AGWs:360

the first is matching observed MSTIDs parameters with AGWs parameters according361

to dispersion relation (Medvedev et al., 2017) while the second is fitting of MSTIDs di-362

rection of propagation to wind filtering mechanism (Oinats et al., 2016). Keeping in mind363

these two criteria, we consider our statistical results in association with the diurnal-seasonal364

differences in the propagation conditions of AGWs.365

Daytime MSTIDs frequently appear in winter and for that season MSTID occur-366

rence rate agrees with the hmF2 estimates of the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI-367

2016) model. The MSTIDs occurrence rate is higher (lower) for the MSTIDs detected368

at lower (higher) heights. Two diurnal minima of MSTIDs occurrence rate correspond369

to the two hmF2 maxima about 310 km at 04:00 UT and 330 km at 16:00 UT (Figure370

4a). Thus, the MSTIDs statistics depends also on the temporal variation of the height371

(hmF2) from which HF radio waves were reflected. According to simulations by Vadas372

(2007), the dissipation rate of gravity waves increases with altitude due to increasing kine-373

matic viscosity (ν = µ
ρ , µ and ρ represent the coefficient of molecular viscosity and at-374

mospheric density, respectively). Because of this the vast majority of AGWs dissipate375

before reaching an altitude of 310 km.376

Figure 4 shows seasonal variations of the daytime MSTIDs occurrence rate (a) and377

zonal wind in the vicinity of the mesopause at 80-100km (b). The low MSTID occur-378

rence rate (< 0.3) in summer daytime is associated with a prominent zonal wind shear.379

This result suggests significant impact of wind shear on the occurrence rate of MSTIDs,380
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which agrees with Hines and Reddy (1967) who performed model computations of the381

transmission coefficient of gravity wave energy for different wind and thermal conditions.382

They showed that horizontal winds propagating in the opposite direction to that of the383

gravity waves propagation can support the gravity waves energy penetration to ionospheric384

heights from below. However, in the case of wind shear the transmission coefficient drops385

to zero for all computed gravity waves periods (10, 20, 60 minutes) and wave velocities386

less than 100 m/s. To complement our observation with the model temperature profile387

at MLT region we used Naval Research Laboratory Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent388

Scatter radar (NRLMSISE-00) provided temperature model (shown in Figure 7). The389

plot depicts the NRLMSISE-00 temperature from the ground up to 500 km for season-390

ally representative temporal slots. The strong temperature gradient near the mesopause391

(indicated by an arrow in Figure 7) lead to a rapid increase of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency392

and a decrease of the vertical wavelength during summer, following the relation given393

by Equation 32 in Fritts and Alexander (2003).394

|kz|=
N |kh|
Ω

(2)

In the above equation kz, kh and stands for the vertical, and horizontal wave num-395

bers, Ω stands for the intrinsic frequency and N =
√

g
T (z) (

∂T (z)
∂z + Γ) refers the Brunt-396

Väisälä frequency with Γ = g
cp

is adiabatic lapse rate. The vertical wavelength short-397

ening enhances the wave breaking and/or dissipation rate of GW at lower thermosphere398

heights (Heale et al., 2020). Our results clearly show the influence of mesosphere tem-399

perature on GW propagation to higher altitudes. In Figures 4a,b, it is seen that a sharp400

MSTID occurrence rate decrease occurs when the mesosphere temperature becomes min-401

imal.402

Therefore, the low summer daytime MSTID occurrence rate could be explained by403

effects of the wind shear and sharp temperature gradient. Both reflection and dissipa-404

tion prevent AGW reaching lower thermosphere heights. In the absence of a wind shear405

and a strong temperature gradient, the summer daytime MSTIDs would have larger oc-406

currence rate than winter daytime MSTIDs, because the dissipation rate is less for sum-407

mer daytime at heights of hmF2 (∼240 km) than for winter daytime hmF2 (∼260 km).408

The result seem in contradiction to Kozlovsky et al. (2013) work who reported MSTIDs409

(15 - 30 min) distribution are maximal in summer and vice versa, however they used the410

virtual height of reflection corresponding to selected frequency above the foE (critical411

frequency at E region) and below the foF2. These decrepancies might be explained by412

(1) in the present study we focused on longer periods portions of MSTIDs (25 - 100 min)413

which significantly excluded lower periodic portions; (2) in Kozlovsky et al. (2013) study414

their height of observation was lower F region whose lower period AGW above Brunt415

Väisälä period could arrive. In the present investigation those portions of MSTIDs could416

have been dissipated below, before reaching hmF2. On the other hand their study did417

not show any significant seasonal variation of long period (30 - 120 min) TIDs, which418

could suggest that TID signature could better be captured at maximal electron density419

profiles.420

In a number of studies polar electrojets were proposed as main source of AGWs421

and MSTIDs (Francis, 1974; Samson et al., 1989; Frissell et al., 2014). However, our re-422

sults do not indicate any effect of western or eastern electrojets on the generation of day-423

time MSTIDs. The IU and IL indices in Figures 4c and 5b, respectively, even show neg-424

ative correlation with the daytime MSTIDs occurrence rate. In general, our results sug-425

gest that daytime MSTIDs are predominantly caused by the AGW generated below the426

mesopause rather than by auroral sources.427
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4.2 Nighttime MSTIDs428

Nighttime MSTIDs are well observed in summer when the dayside MSTIDs are sup-429

pressed. To explain the dayside MSTIDs suppression we suggested that the wind shear430

and temperature gradient at the mesopause prevent the AGWs to penetrate above mesopause.431

Under such mesopause conditions, if the nightside MSTIDs are signatures of AGW they432

would be suppressed as well. Moreover, the nightside MSTIDs were detected at large heights433

above 290 km, which is not favorable for AGW-related TIDs. Nevertheless, in summer434

we observe a significant MSTIDs occurrence rate of ∼0.4 at night, whereas it is near zero435

in daytime. Hence, a mechanism other than AGWs should play the main role in the gen-436

eration of nighttime MSTIDs at high latitudes. Also, the period distribution obtained437

from wavelet analysis shows seasonal variabily of MSTID periods (see Figure 6). Win-438

ter MSTIDs are observed with wider period range than summer MSTIDs which could439

be due to the difference in triggering mechanism of daytime and nighttime MSTIDs.440

In addition to AGW, other mechanisms have been proposed for the generation of441

MSTIDs, such as the auroral electrodynamics (Chimonas & Hines, 1970; Hunsucker, 1982;442

Kirchengast, 1997), the Perkins instability (Perkins, 1973; Hamza, 1999) and the E-F443

ionospheric coupling (Garcia et al., 2000; Kelley et al., 2003). MSTIDs generated due444

to the Perkins instability imply a certain direction of propagation and presence of a po-445

larization electric field. Most nighttime MSTIDs observed in the northern hemisphere446

have wavefronts elongated from northwest to southeast, and propagate southwestward447

(Shiokawa, Ihara, et al., 2003; Shiokawa, Otsuka, et al., 2003; Otsuka et al., 2004) which448

agree with the Perkins instability. Shiokawa, Otsuka, et al. (2003) observed a polariza-449

tion electric field along with the wavefronts of MSTIDs, thereby confirming that elec-450

trodynamic forces are vital for nighttime MSTIDs. Simulations by Otsuka et al. (2013)451

of the Perkins instability growth rate show a latitudinal dependence through the hor-452

izontal component of geomagnetic field, which is needed for the vertical component of453

E × B plasma motion. The magnetic field inclination is large at high latitudes (it is 77◦454

in Sodankylä), while significant ionization in polar summer produces a higher conduc-455

tivity compared with to midlatitudes. Therefore, a high conductivity support strong iono-456

spheric currents and polarization electric fields that can compensate for the high incli-457

nation of magnetic field. The high MSTIDs occurrence in summer nighttime is associ-458

ated with the enhanced IU index that can be considered as a proxy parameter for con-459

ductivity at high latitudes (Luo et al., 2013).460

However, a linear growth rate of the Perkins instability is too low to explain the461

experimental results (Kelley & Makela, 2001). Simulations of the electrodynamic cou-462

pling of the E and F layers show that the polarization electric fields in the E region are463

crucial to increase the Perkins instability grow rate in the F region (Yokoyama et al., 2009).464

As an evidence of the E-F coupling, S. Saito et al. (2007) showed that both quasi-periodic465

(QP) radar echoes from Es layers and MSTIDs are observed as horizontal banded struc-466

tures extending from North-West to South-East. In summer the wind shear mechanism467

supports the Es layer formation (Haldoupis et al., 2007), and our results show a good468

agreement of the wind shear presence and summer nighttime MSTIDs occurrence rate.469

Therefore, E-F layer coupling could directly generate high-latitude nighttime MSTIDs470

or increase the Perkins instability growth rate.471

The amplitude distribution (Figure 5a) allows us to consider the development of472

westward electrojet as a source of nighttime TIDs in winter (from September to March).473

The local IL index indicates auroral substorms in the vicinity of Sodankylä. The IL in-474

dex increases during equinox months and decreases during summer and winter. Figure475

5a,b shows that greater TID amplitudes are observed when IL index is high. A similar476

behaviour of TIDs amplitude and auroral electrojet (AE) index was reported for mid-477

latitudes by Oinats et al. (2016). Further, Francis (1974); Hunsucker (1982) pointed out478

that the average fluctuations of auroral electrojet in general and westward electrojet in479
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Figure 7. Monthly averaged NRLMSISE-00 temperature profile for seasonal representation at

Sodankylä during midnight and noontime hours.

particular can be sufficient to cause AGW that can be detectable as equatorward prop-480

agating MSTIDs from high-latitudes.481

On the other hand, the nighttime substorms are usually associated with particle482

precipitation that may cause changes in ionospheric electron density. Therefore, the higher483

amplitudes observed by the ionosonde could result from precipitation-induced disturbances.484

This may mean that the rare larger amplitudes are the consequence of nighttime par-485

ticle precipitation. We also see some rare and enhanced amplitudes of TIDs after mid-486

night in the winter months during the time of low data availability. The low data avail-487

ability can be likely explained by the radio wave absorption in the D-region, which is caused488

by the tens-keV electron precipitation on the morning side. Kirchengast (1997) have sim-489

ulated the effect of higher energy (> 500 ev) electrons corresponding to the particle pre-490

cipitation rooted from magnetospheric tail in inducing TIDs, and they noted that the491

TID induction from such thermal particle precipitation could be via inducing thermo-492

spheric heating. Consequently, those rare larger amplitudes seen in the winter nighttime493

hours could be random TID-like enhancements of the electron density caused by elec-494

tron precipitation.495

4.3 Dusk MSTIDs496

We found that during spring and autumn a high MSTID occurrence rate was ob-497

served during dusk. These MSTIDs occur with 6-8 minutes day-to-day time drift and498

lifetime ∼2 hours. The observed MSTIDs occurrence rate time drift corresponds to the499

day-to-day change of the time of solar terminator. (Kotake et al., 2007) showed that dusk500

MSTIDs have wavefronts elongated from northeast to southwest and propagate north-501

westward. They suggest that MSTID wavefronts are almost parallel to the sunset ter-502

minator in summer. Thus, we may propose the sunset terminator as a reasonable source503

of dusk MSTIDs.504

5 Conclusion505

High time resolution ionosonde observations of the foF2 parameter were carried out506

for diurnal-seasonal statistical investigation of MSTIDs at high latitudes during the low507
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solar activity period of 2018-2020. We used the advantage of collocated observations of508

MSTIDs, mesosphere conditions and local geomagnetic activity by the ionosonde, me-509

teor radar, and magnetometers, respectively. This gave us an opportunity to study the510

influence of mesosphere winds, mesosphere temperatures and polar electrojets on the statis-511

tics of MSTIDs parameters. Further, our results revealed during the daytimes, in Sodankylä512

(equatorward of the dayside auroral oval) mostly the midlatitude type MSTID behav-513

ior is manifested whereas during nighttimes (within the auroral oval) the high latitude514

MSTID characteristics were manifested. Moreover, during nighttimes a coinciding higher515

MSTID occurrence rate with the corresponding higher IU-index inferred conductivity516

despite the high magnetic inclination modulated lower Perkins instability (with respect517

to mid latitude) deserved Sodankylä to manifest the high latitude type MSTID.518

The following major results are obtained in this study:519

1. High MSTID occurrence rate of more than 0.5 prevails during daytime hours in520

winter months. We consider these MSTIDs as induced by AGWs. The ionosonde521

observations show that winter daytime MSTID occurrence rate is strongly influ-522

enced by diurnal hmF2 variations. These MSTIDs could not penetrate above 310523

km heights, because of strong AGWs dissipation at these altitudes.524

2. Low MSTIDs occurrence rate of less than 0.3 is observed during daytime in sum-525

mer. We associate such behaviour with a strong decrease of AGWs energy trans-526

fer to ionospheric heights, due to both wind shear effect and cold mesosphere tem-527

perature conditions in summer.528

3. High MSTIDs occurrence rate of more than 0.4 is observed during nighttime in529

summer. These MSTIDs occur in the ionosphere during unsuitable conditions for530

AGWs, as well as at heights above 290 km and with the presence of a wind shear531

in the mesosphere. We consider electrodynamic forces in the E-F region of the iono-532

sphere as the main source of summer nighttime MSTIDs. We do not observe a di-533

rect response of MSTIDs occurrence rate to polar electrojets. However, we find534

seasonal correspondence of nighttime MSTIDs and the IU index as a proxy for iono-535

spheric conductivity. Thereby, the Perkins instability and/or E-F coupling are pre-536

ferred mechanisms for the summer nighttime MSTIDs generation.537

4. Low data availability because of high radio wave absorption observed during night-538

time in winter. In this case consideration of TID occurrence rate should be irrel-539

evant. However, for a rare number of events we find a correspondence of TIDs am-540

plitudes and IE index. These events seem to be classified as LSTIDs caused by541

geomagnetic substorms, or as ionospheric plasma irregularities caused by electron542

precipitation.543

5. The dusk MSTIDs are predominantly observed from mid-April to mid-June and544

from September to mid-October with an occurrence rate up to 0.4. The sunset545

terminator is considered as a potential source of these MSTIDs, because they oc-546

cur following the seasonal terminator appearance time.547

6. For winter months the MSTID periods are shifted to longer periods and centered548

at 60 minutes and during summer the maximum MSTIDs periods are shorter. This549

also indicates that most of MSTIDs in winter and summer are caused by differ-550

ent mechanisms.551

Overall, we performed the statistical study of MSTIDs based on a single station552

ionosonde observation. We cannot, however, substantiate our observation with exclusive553

propagation characteristics which could be addressed in the future with the aid of mul-554

tiple similar high resolution sounding, in this important region.555
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